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How to use GoToWebinar



Structure of the Webinar

Presentation: Understanding the International 

Classification of Goods and Services

 International Classification System

WIPO examination practices

Interactive questions during the webinar

Questions & Answer session at the end

Presentation slides available for download. Recording 

will be uploaded on the Madrid Webinar page.

Short survey to provide feedback

https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/webinar/


The Importance of Classification

Classification may be defined as the process in which

ideas or objects are categorized or grouped according to 

established criteria

Classification is an important part of the trademark 

registration process
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Question

What is the name of International Classification of Goods

and Services used by WIPO and many other contracting 

parties?

Locarno classification

Vienna classification

Nice classification

Madrid classification



International Classification of Goods and 

Services

The Nice Classification is an international classification 

system used to classify goods and services for the 

purposes of the registration of marks

There is two parts which consist of 34 classes of goods 

and 11 classes of services – 45 classes in total



The Nice Agreement

In addition to the WIPO, over 150 national/regional Offices use the 

Nice Classification, including:

 the African Intellectual Property Organization (OAPI),

 the African Regional Intellectual Property Organization 

(ARIPO), 

 the Benelux Office for Intellectual Property (BOIP), and 

 the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO)

 Brazil and Canada

In January 2019, 85 Member States party to the Nice Agreement.

Nice Classification is also used by Offices not party to the Nice 

Agreement.



Revisions of the Nice Classification

The Committee of Experts (CE) of the Nice Union carries 

out revisions of the NCL

All countries of the Nice Union are members of the CE

The CE decides and adopts all changes to the NCL. 

These are published as new editions every five years 

and new versions every year.



Question

Revisions to the Nice classification were made this year

during what session number of the CE?

3rd

29th

15th

77th



Revisions of the Nice Classification

The last revision was the 29th session (Geneva, April 29 

to May 3, 2019).

Revisions made during the 29th session will enter into 

force on 1 January 2020 and be published online in a 

new version of the eleventh edition (NCL11-2020)

The 30th Session will be held in Geneva in May of 2020.



The Nice Classification

The current version of the 11th edition entered into force 

on 1 January 2019, and is available online 

WIPO will apply the latest edition of the Nice 

Classification to all applications, regardless of the edition 

of the Nice Classification applied to the goods and 

services in the basic application or registration.

http://www.wipo.int/classifications/nice/en/


Advantages of using the NCL system

Trademark applications can be filed with reference to a 

single classification system 

Drafting of applications is simplified 

Translation work can be simplified if the alphabetical list 

is used



Nice Classification Structure

Class headings describe in very broad terms the nature or field of 

the goods or services contained in each of the 45 classes

The explanatory notes describe in greater detail which goods or 

services do or do not fall in a particular class

The most detailed level is the alphabetical list which contains 

around 10,000 indications of goods and 1,000 indications of 

services.

The general remarks explain what criteria should be applied if the 

term cannot be found in the alphabetical list and cannot be 

classified in accordance with the explanatory notes
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Classification of Goods Example

Leather jackets Class heading

Explanatory note

Basic number

General remarks
A finished product is in principle classified according to 

its function or purpose.



Classification of Services Example

Rental of helicopters

Class heading

Basic number

General remarks
Rental services are in principle classified in the 

same classes as the services provided by the 

means of the rented objects.



Classification Role of WIPO

WIPO shall register the international applications “with 

the classifications and grouping that WIPO considers to 

be correct”.

Different practices in the Member States

WIPO accepts class headings, but not all the designated 

Contracting Parties will accept them



International Application: G&S

G&S for which the mark is to be protected 

G&S must reflect the scope of the basic mark, i.e. they can be narrower, 
but not broader than those in the basic mark

Indications should be grouped in the appropriate classes of the Nice 
Classification



International Application Irregularities

Classification of G&S (Rule 12):

Goods and services not properly classified

Final responsibility for the classification and grouping of the G/S 

listed in the international application lies with WIPO

Indication of G&S (Rule 13):

Too vague, linguistically incorrect, or incomprehensible for the 

purposes of classification

If the term is not amended it is registered with a notation from WIPO
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WIPO Examination Guidelines

WIPO has developed Examination Guidelines for 

classification of goods and services – latest version is 

available online.

https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/news/2018/news_0007.html


Question



WIPO Guidelines Example

2.5.3. Claims for “all goods” or “all other services” in a 

given class 

WIPO does not accept the use of expressions such as 

“all goods in class X”, “all services in this class”, “all 

other goods in this class”



WIPO Guidelines Example

2.5.2. Use of “and the like” or “etc.”

“And the like” or “etc.” are sometimes used by 

applicants, with a view to extending the protection to 

goods or services of a similar nature as the ones already 

indicated in a class, though without specifying them. 

The International Bureau does not accept the use of the 

above-mentioned expressions which lack accuracy and 

do not allow for a clear identification of the goods and 

services for which protection is sought. 



Madrid Goods & Services Manager

WIPO’s online tool for facilitating national and international 

trademark filing

This free tool indicates the goods and services accepted by WIPO 

and by participating Offices of Contracting Parties 

Over 100,000 English descriptions

Compile your list in 20 languages, including the 3 official languages 

of the Madrid System

Terms pre-approved by WIPO and participating Madrid System 

members (“check acceptance” feature)

See previous webinar for more information on MGS

https://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/topic.jsp?group_id=314
https://webaccess.wipo.int/mgs/index.jsp?lang=en
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Useful Online Ressources

WIPO’s Examination Guidelines Concerning the 
Classification of Goods and Services in International 
Applications

Consult our Madrid Goods & Services Manager

Madrid Goods & Services Manager Webinar

Nice Classification

https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/news/2018/news_0007.html
http://www.wipo.int/mgs/
https://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=52167
http://www.wipo.int/classifications/nice/en/


Q&A Session about the Madrid System

Anna Wakefield

Examiner, 

Madrid Operations

Section

Aileen Umali

Coordinator, 

Madrid Operations

Section



Keep Updated on the Madrid System

Visit the Madrid Website

Access Madrid Webinars

records and stay tuned for new 

topics

Play our Madrid “How-to” 

videos

Subscribe to Madrid Notices

Contact us: Contact Madrid

http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en
http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/news/2017/news_0011.html
https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/news/2019/news_0020.html
https://www.wipo.int/newsletters/en/
http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/#contact

